
Joint Authority Questions

1. Can the Leader update Council on any combined authority proposals for 
implementing financial charges which may impact Bury residents, 
including any plans for a congestion charge for those who drive into 
Manchester city centre? Cllr N.Jones         GMCA

Response  (Cllr Shori)

The 10 Greater Manchester local authorities are working with the 
Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA) and Transport for 
Greater Manchester (TfGM) to produce a single Clean Air Plan. This 
plan will describe how we will work together to meet targets for 
nitrogen dioxide in order to protect the health of some of our most 
vulnerable residents. 

I can confirm that no decisions have yet been made as to the exact 
measures that will be taken.  

The Government have required that we assess the impact of 
Charging Clean Air Zones where there could be a charge for more 
polluting vehicles to enter specific areas.  

Again I stress that no decisions have yet been made in relation to 
the measures that will be introduced but I can confirm that a draft 
version of the Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan will be brought 
forward in Spring 2019. 

A public conversation will then take place to seek wide-ranging 
feedback on the options available including a ‘preferred option’, 
while it is at a formative stage. This feedback would be used to 
inform the ongoing design of any scheme, and to understand any 
potential impacts from a public and stakeholder perspective. Using 
this feedback, local authorities and TfGM would then continue to 
work on the final version of the Plan. 

2. Could the Council’s member on the Combined Authority inform members 
what consideration is being given in Greater Manchester in charging 
higher emission vehicles to use Clean Air Zones? Cllr Pickstone   GMCA

Response (Cllr Shori)

I refer Councillor Pickstone to the response given to the previous 
question. 

3. Could the Council’s spokesperson on the Transport for Greater Manchester 
Committee inform members what the average fare rise in January 2019, 
taking into account the new zonal system? Cllr Pickstone  TFGM

Response (Cllr Bayley)

The average Metrolink fare rise in January 2018 is c. 2%.



However, it is important to note that customer travelling in to the 
City Centre (particularly from Bury which has had slightly lower 
fares historically) will experience increases closer to the pre-
approved RPI+2.33% (c. 5.4%). The average increase is pulled 
down by lower fares for customers making journeys that 
interchange between lines (either travelling through zone 1 e.g. 
Bury to Altrincham or changing at Trafford Bar / Cornbrook e.g. 
Wythenshawe to Media City)

4. Could the Authority’s spokesperson on Transport for Greater Manchester 
Committee inform members what additional provision can be made in 
enabling attendees at major events in Heaton Park to travel by public 
transport? Cllr D’Albert   TFGM

Response (Cllr Bayley)

The current enhancements to Metrolink services for major events 
at Heaton Park are currently as follows:

 A 6 minute double tram service is operated for ingress and 
egress of events, with additional standby vehicles available 
and used for peak times;

 Additional staff deployed to Heaton Park, Bowker Vale, 
Besses O’ Th’ Barn and Victoria, with response staff on the 
rest of the line;

 Event ticket (quick issue ticket) provision is in place to 
reduce queuing at ticket machines to speed up customers’ 
journeys; and

 For some events, queuing arrangements are utilised at 
Victoria and Bowker Vale for safe loading of services. 

Based on feedback from major events at Heaton Park, TfGM do not 
currently propose to drastically change this. 

A good example of event management is TfGM’s role in the 
Parklife Festival in June 2018. TfGM provided a comprehensive 
travel plan, boosting Metrolink and assisting in the provision of 
shuttle buses.

TfGM work closely with the event organiser, MCC, GMP and 
transport operators to ensure that the transport offer is sufficient 
for the event and complements the event and partner strategies. 
This is the approach that will be taken forwards to ensure the 
transport response for upcoming events at Heaton Park is 
appropriate for the size of the events.


